EUROYOUTH Portugal
Accommodation

www.euroyouth.org

ACCOMMODATION PRESENTATION
EUROYOUTH provides different types of accommodation for short term programmes (1 to 4 weeks)*:
-

Small apartments (3 to 5 participants)

-

“Students Housing” (bigger houses with common kitchen and bathrooms)

-

Family houses (good option to get in touch with the Portuguese culture and language)

*These apartments are used by EUROYOUTH to place students for long term programmes. For this reason the houses available can be influenced by other mobility programmes.

ACCOMMODATION CONDITIONS
1.

ACCOMMODATION LOCATION
 Lisbon Center


2.

3.

4.

5.

Well connected with the public transports (metro, tram & bus), not more than 30 minutes to
the city center

CONFORT


Accommodation can be simple, but perfectly suitable for short term projects and all provide
essential living conditions



The participants can be accommodated in single or double bedrooms



Towels, blankets, sheets or duvets are provided



All apartments have equipped kitchen with a washing machine available for the guests

HOUSE DYNAMIC
 All accommodation is assured in self-catering regime


The guests have free access to bathroom and kitchen, all shared with the house residents



The participants can be required to share the accommodation with other members of the
group, international or Portuguese people

INTERNET
 Although it is not mandatory, almost all the apartments have internet connection available
for the guests

Accommodation rules (*)


When the participant arrives
the landlord will be waiting to
meet him/her and give him/her
a set of keys



Legally the silent period is
from 10pm and 7 am and you
should respect that



You are jointly responsible for
cleaning shared areas of the
house



If the participant damage
anything, though carelessness
or improper use, he/she will be
asked to replace it or pay for it
before the end of your stay



The participant is responsible
for keeping the bedroom clean
and tidy.



The participants are not
allowed to fix anything in the
walls



As a guest the participant
must contribute to the peace
and safety of the building



The
participant’s
guests
cannot sleep at the accommodation. They may only have
guests sleeping at the accommodation as an exception and
with your landlord’s permission



The participant must leave the
accommodation clean and tidy
upon departure.

ACCOMMODATION RESPONSIBLE


EUROYOUTH as responsible for accommodation and the programme as a whole, is always
happy to help the participants if they are unable to resolve any issue directly with the landlord or landlady

(*) You can find the complete accommodation rules in EUROYOUTH document
“Rules of accommodation” provided to the
participants

